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ilBSTRAC7 
According to Aitken, a “retrocirculant” is the product of a circulant and a certain 
permutation matrix P. In [l], he determined the eigenvalues of the retrocirculants. 
In his proof, he used Pi2 = QP where 0 is a certain unitary matrix. Here we present 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a permutation matrix to commute with c. 
We also determine the eigenvalues of many retrocirculants. 
A circulant is an n x n matrix C = (cij) where cij belong to the complex 
number field K, cij = c~_~, 0 < i, i < M - 1 and the suffixes are taken 
modulo n. Let f(x) = 27:: cixi. It is well known that the eigenvalues 
of C are ,uli = f(uIL-), k = 0, 1, . . , n - 1, and the eigenvector corresponding 
to each pk is col(w”, 69, 0~8,. . . , dn--l)k} for k = 0, 1,. . ., 12 - 1 where 
o is a primitive fzth root of 1. Let Pi’ = (WJ = (QF) and D = (I/V~)W. 
Then D is a unitary matrix and 
9-XXJ = B’CQ = diag{pO, ,ul,. . . , ,un-l> 
where diag&, ,ul,. . . , ,un_l} denotes a diagonal matrix withpuo, ,ul, . . . , ,un_1 
on the diagonal, Q denotes the transpose of Sz and 0 denotes the conjugate 
of 9. 
Let c = PeC where P* is the permutation matrix corresponding to 
the permutation 
In [l], Aitken called 
-I 7%_2 . . . n-I . . . I 
c a retrocirculant and proved that the eigenvalues 
li of i‘ are po, & f-wkl, k Vp2pn-2,. . VP and so on to n values except 
when n = 2m there is a single “positively signed” ,uu,, namely, 
pm = co - Cl + c2 - . * - - c,_1, 
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Aitken’s proof makes use of the facts 
and 
One can easily verify that P%? = QPe (hence POD = DPe); so it seems 
natural to ask which permutation matrices commute with D = (l/VG)w. 
Here, we present an answer to this question and determine the eigenvalues 
of many “retrocirculants.” 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a nonidentity permutation on n letters 0, 1,. . . , 
?a - 1, and P” be the corresponding permutation matrix. Then POW = WP” 
if and only if CJ belongs to the group of automorphisms, A (Z,), of the additive 
group of the integers module n and G is of order 2. 
Proof. Let 0 E A(Z,) and o be of order 2. We show that P”W = WP”. 
We know that W = (Wij) = (wii), 0 < i, j < n - 1. Say lo = t. Since 
o is of order 2, 1 = lo2 = to = P, i.e., t2 G 1 (mod n). By using o-l = u, 
P” being a permutation matrix, w n = 1 and t2 E 1 (mod n), we have, for 
alli,j=O,l,..., n-l, 
Hence, PaWPa = W and Paw = WP”. 
Conversely, if PUT/t7 = WP”, we show that G E A (2,) and 0 is of order 2. 
First, we claim that Oa = 0. Suppose that this were not the case, i.e., 
00 = s # 0. Since u is a permutation, we may choose a k such that 
0 < k < n - 1, and ko and n are relatively prime. Then by using (P”)-’ = 
(PO)’ and P”W = WP”, we have 
!P"W(P")'lOk = POsWs(ko)p(ko)k = wS(ka). 
But W,, = cook = con. Hence, ?$ divides s(ka). Since (ko) and n are 
relatively prime, s z 0 (mod YZ). That contradicts the assumption and 
00 = O? 
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Now we claim that o E A(,?,), i.e., 
i 
0 1 2 ... j ..a -1 
lJ = 0 i 2i . . . ji . . . (_ l)i 
where (i, n) = 1. We know Oa = 0. Say lo = i. Then 
09 = w rr = [P”W(PO)‘],, = priw,,p,, = r&i, 
i.e., i2 z 1 (mod n) or i2 = na + 1 for some integer a. Let k be an integer, 
2 < k < n - 1; then we have 
c/P = WI, = [P”W(PO)‘],, = pliWi(ko)p(ko)l = cd’kC), 
i.e., k - i(ko) = nb for some integer b. Then ik - i2(ko) = inb. By 
using i2 = na + 1,weobtainik - (Ku) = inb + na(ko),i.e., ko E ikmodn 
for k = 2, 3,. . . , n - 1. Hence, ogA(Z,). 
Since i2 = na + 1, ko2 = (ki)i = k(na + 1) G k(mod X) for k = 
1, 2,. . , n - 1. Hence, (T is of order 2. w 
THEOREM 2. Let a E A(Z,) be an automorphism of order 2, Pa be the 
permutation matrix corresponding to u and C be a circulant with eigenvalues 
rue> pul>. . ) run-l. Then the eigenvalues of P”C and CP” aye 
/_ih if ko = k, 
and 
It VPi&Jj if i Z j9 ia = j and jo = i. 
Proof. ByTheoreml, P”commuteswith52 = (l/Vn)WandQ-l =J?. 
Hence, 
Q-lPaCG = PaiFICQ = POD, (1) 
where D is the diagonal matrix with ,uo, ,LL~, . . . , ,LL+~ on the diagonal. 
Since P”C and P*D are similar matrices, their eigenvalues are the 
same. Consequently, our proof is reduced to obtaining the eigenvalues 
for P”D, i.e., to solving the following characteristic equation for A 
det (POD - AI) = 0, 
where I is the identity matrix. Let (POD - U) = (A,,). Since P” is a 
permutation matrix corresponding to 0 and D is the diagonal matrix with 
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PO? p19 * . 9 /4-l on the diagonal, the entries A,,, Y, s = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, 
are: (1) A,, = ,urc - il if ko = k, (2) Aii = - il = Aii, Ait = ,uj, and 
Aji = pi if io = j and jo = i, and (3) all other entries are zero. 
Now we evaluate the det(A,,J as follows: Let 0, k,, k2,. . , k, be the 
numbers in 2, such that each of them is left fixed by G. Also, let i,, iI, 
is, is,. . . , i,, j, be the numbers in 2, such that i,o = jnz and i,o = i, for 
M = 1,2,. . . , q. Then we have 2q + t = n - 1. We may assume i, < 
is <**. < i, and i, < jm form = 1, 2,. . . , q. Evaluating the det(A,,J by 
the minors of Oth, k,th,. . . , k,th rows, we have 
det(A,.,) = (,ua - I)&,., - 3L) . . . (,ukt - A) . det Al 
where Al is the 29 by 2g matrix obtained from (A,) by deleting the 0th 






-- jl 0 . . . 0 pj, 0 . . . 0- 
0 0 
0 
84 0 . . . 0 -a 0 ..a 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Then det A, = [(- I.)(- 2) - ,uilpjl] det A2 where A2 is the 2q - 2 by 
2q - 2 matrix obtained from Al by deleting the i,th row, i,th column, 
jrth row and jrth column. We have 
i&l jsth 
- 3, 0 . . . 0 pjz 0 . . * o- 
0 0 
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After repeat the same process to obtain As, A4,. . . , we have 
det(P”D - AI) = (,~e - A)&, - 1). . * (,ukt - 31)(12 - ,ui,,ujl) 
Hence, the roots of det(PD - AI) = 0 are 
~_ 
PO, pk,p. . . , pkt> f ]l,&b%,> * v/-%2/+’ .> i &i,nh,, 
i.e., the eigenvalues of PaC are pk if ko = k, and * Vpi,uj if i # j, io = j 
and ja = i. 
For the case of CPU, we have 
LFCP”Q = Q-U2Pa = DP”. 
Since D is a diagonal matrix and Pa is a permutation matrix of order 2, 
DP” = (POD)‘. Since (P”D)’ and P”D have the same eigenvalues, the 
eigenvalues of CP” are the same as the eigenvalues of P”C. n 
EXAMPLES 
(i) The case of n = 3. We know that the order of A(Z,) is 2 and 
G = (12) is the only automorphism of order 2. Then 
and 
where w is a primitive root of x3 - 1 = 0. Then S-lPaCsZ = POD and 
Q-KP”Q = DP” where D = diag{pu,, ,ul, ,uz.} and p. = co + CI + ~2, 
p1 = co + clw + c2m2 and ,ua = co + ciwa + ca~o. If C is the zero matrix, 
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then ,uo = p1 = pZ = 0 and all of eigenvalues of P°C and CP are zero. 










llk-lCP”sZ~-l = T(DP”)r-l = E. 
(ii) The case of n = 8. n = 8 is the smallest positive integer such that 
the number of automorphisms of order 2 in A(Z,) is more than 1. (See 
131, 5.7.12., on p. 120.) In fact, A(Zs) = (e, (13)(26)(57), (15)(37), 
(17)(26)(35)}. Let cr = (15)(37) E A(Z,). Then 
D = diag{poj iulj IUS p3, ru4, rug, iuej ~1 
where ,u~ = ~~EO Cam for k = 0, 1,. . . , 7, and cc) is a primitive 8th 
root of 1. Let 
then (POD - ill) = (A,.,) hasd,, = ,~e - A, 4e2 = ,~z - 1, dqq = ,u* - )3, 
&6 = ps - A,dr, = - i = d,,, 433 = - 1 = 477,415 = j&451 = #u], 
d37 = ,u7, 473 = ,u3 and all other entries are zero. 
det(P”D - AI) = (,~a - A)& - I)& - A)(,u~ - I) det dr, 
where 
-a 0 ps 0 
0 --3, 0 
A, = 
l-9 
PI 0 -1 0 
0 (us 0 1 -, 1 
Hence, det(P”D, - AI) = (,u~ - A)(,u~ - I)& - )3)(,ue - n)(I? - ,M~,u~) *
(A2 - ,u3,u7), and the eigenvalues of P”C are ,~a, ,q,, ,u~, pug, & V--- ,q,us and 
5 llP3W 
REMARKS 
(i) One of the remarkable properties of an n x n circulant C is that 
one can easily obtain its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We may consider 
C as an arbitrary element of an n-dimensional cyclic group algebra over 
K with cyclic permutation matrices as a basis. Then since C is arbitrary, 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C are, respectively, the weights (linear 
forms) and weight vectors of the cyclic group algebra. Also, S-VX2 = 
diag{pu,, ,B~, . , ,u~_~} shows that the cyclic group algebra can be simulta- 
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neously diagonalized. Let c E A(Z,) be an automorphism of order 2. 
Although the set P*C (or CPU) is no longer an associative algebra over K, 
it still is an n-dimensional vector space over K. We still can easily obtain 
its weights and can simultaneously diagonalize the vector space of “retro- 
circulants.” 
(ii) Since A (2,) is an abelian group, the set of elements in A (2,) each 
of which is of order < 2 constitutes a subgroup G on -yc letters. From a 
theorem of Schur ([2], p. 600), one can find all the matrices with entries in 
K, called the centralizers, which commute with P” for every (T E G. For 
instance, in Example (i), n = 3 and A(Z,) = (1, (12)) = G. The set of 
centralizers is 
which certainly contains 
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